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Abstract—Due to the increase in the importance of giving
real-time recommendation to e-commerce users, session-based
recommender systems become more popular. Session-based recommendation systems have the ability to adapt quickly to respond
to changes in user interests and newly added items. The ranking is
the core part of recommender systems regardless of recommender
system type. Re-ranking is applied to recommender systems to
have more personalised recommendations by considering contextawareness. In this paper, we proposed an approach to re-rank
recommended items by using a linear regression model. In our
approach, we use users’ current session features and temporal
features of recommended items to measure a user’s interest level
on a recommended item. We focus on having better recall and
precision scores with fewer recommendations to able to prove the
success of our re-ranking strategy. We conduct computational
experiments on six real-world datasets and show that after
applying re-ranking, we can get higher recall and precision
scores. These results confirm that taking user interest level on an
item in a session into account can improve the chance of getting
correct items in top 5 recommendations.
Index Terms—session-based recommendation, re-ranking, linear regression

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recommender Systems (RS) is an important component of
e-commerce platforms due to the relevance for recommending
relevant products based on users’ behaviours. It is also an
important tool for increasing users’ satisfaction by providing
personalised recommendations. This has been applied to many
domains including movie [1], music [2] and e-commerce [3],
[4], and many e-commerce companies such as eBay and
Amazon [5] also take advantage of RS.
Recently, Session-Based Recommender Systems (SBRS)
[2], [3] gain popularity due to their success in providing realtime recommendation even for unregistered shoppers. In order
to improve the accuracy of SBRS, various approaches have
been developed, including neural approaches. However, advantage and applicability of neural approaches are still debated
[6], [7]. On the other hand, session-based nearest neighbour

approaches are less complicated, and in some experiments,
have shown better performance than neural-based approaches
[6]. Ranking products is the primary purpose of RS to filter
most relevant ones within other product options. This process
is done in RS by calculating the similarities between the
interacted item and other items in a session or calculating
latent factors of the sessions and items. However, considering
other factors on recommended items can be beneficial to
find out the most relevant items for the user, such as reranking recommended items by considering context factors
[8]. Several works proposed to rank recommended items
using context factors [9]–[11]. In these works, experiment
results show that context-aware SBRS has better accuracy
since they provide increased personalised recommendations
[10] as context factors are used to filter and re-rank most
relevant items. Context filtering proved that user’s context
could influence user preferences [9], [10]. Each user session
on an e-commerce platform may indicate information about
the context, such as time of the day and day of the week that
a session started. Also, session activities and item temporal
features such as the popularity of an item can be considered
as context [10], [11].
Session and item features are used in many works to
identify purchase intention prediction and context filtering
purposes in a session [10], [12], [13]. The experiment results
in these works showed that session features are an excellent
indicator to identify users’ intention. Also, users leave valuable
information while they browse the items. In many domains,
these behaviours are mapped to explicit numerical rating by
interpreting differently for each action to use in RS algorithms
[14], [15]. In this work, we use temporal item features and
users’ session activities to build a regression model to find
out users’ intention level on an interacted item. We use
users’ interacted item and previous session features as implicit
feedback and convert them to estimate explicit feedback. The
converted explicit feedback is used for the user’s interest level

prediction on an item in a session by using the regression
model that will help to re-rank the recommended items.
Regression model aids in re-ranking recommended items
while recall and precision are mainly used metrics for performance measurement of the RS [16]. Our main purpose is to
see improvement on recall and precision metrics n ∈ {1, 3, 5}
recommendation since our goal is to predict the right product at the top of the recommendation list. We validate the
proposed method using six real-world e-commerce datasets
gathered from a UK based personalisation company. The
experiment results show that our proposed model improves
recall and precision in comparison to baseline SBRS model
on recall@n ∈ {1, 3, 5}. The proposed method is a general
framework that can be applied to other types of SBRS,
including deep learning-based SBRS.
The main contribution of this study lies in the following
two aspects:
1) We utilise session and product temporary features to
build an efficient regression model to identify users’
interest level on an interacted item in a session. The regression model takes the current user’s previous session
details and interacted item features into consideration to
identify the users’ interest level.
2) We introduce a novel re-ranking method for previously
recommended items retrieved from SBRS model. The
proposed re-ranking method updates previously produced recommendation score of the items by considering
the interest level calculated from the regression model,
which helps to improve the accuracy of next item
prediction in the top 5 recommended items.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we discuss
related work on ranking and context awareness in SBRS.
Section 3 describes the details of our proposed method.
In Section 4, we give experimental results and discuss the
performance of the proposed methods. Finally, in Section 5,
we conclude the paper and give a new research direction.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Session-Based Recommender Systems (SBRS)
Recently, SBRS has become popular due to the ease of
providing real-time recommendations, even for unregistered
shoppers. Generally, deep-learning and session-based itemsimilarity RS types are utilised as SBRS. On the one hand,
deep-learning-based SBRS shows good performance in several
research [3], [17], while recent works [6] show that sessionbased item-similarity RS performed better compared to complex deep learning-based SBRS models. [6], [18] conducted
experiments on different datasets in order to compare ItemItem similarity-based SBRS and deep learning approaches.
They found that most of the results produced in deep-learning
approaches could not be reproduced. Also, except for one
dataset, simple Item-Item similarity-based SBRS outperformed
deep learning-based SBRS. On the other hand, modified
session-based item-similarity RS [19] is the most used RS
type in different e-commerce domains to recommend items for

unregistered users [3], [7] since session-based item-similarity
RS can be applied straightforward and training the model
needs less resource, data and time. Also, session-based itemsimilarity RS is a powerful baseline on the comparison of
deep learning approaches for SBRS performance [3], [17].
[20] proposed a session-based item-similarity RS model (SKNN). In their proposed model, the most identical session
to the current session is found, and the items are ranked
based on their weights which are calculated from the most
identical sessions. In addition, a Temporal KNN (T-KNN)
model was proposed in [7], and the authors introduced a
temporal awareness to the session-based item-similarity RS
by changing the last item with previously seen items in the
session for the next recommendations.
B. Re-ranking In Recommender Systems
Re-ranking methods are commonly used in RS to improve
prediction accuracy by improving personalisation. One of
the ways of re-ranking is taking into account the diversity
awareness of the recommended items [21]–[23]. [21] designed
a diversity aware re-ranking framework for the session-based
recommendation, in which the ranking score of recommended
items is updated as based on the results of the diversity level
between last interacted item of the session and recommended
items. They found that when re-ranking is applied, the RS
model produced better performance in terms of recall and
precision. In another work [22], re-ranking is applied on
paper recommendation domain. In their work, they re-ranked
recommendations based on the similarity scores of the paper
content that the user previously browsed and recommended
papers for the user. Their experiment result showed that there
is 28 % of improvement in recall@1. Similarly, in [24], image
features are used for re-ranking recommendation list. The image features of recommended items are compared to previously
seen images and based on the similarity value as a result of
the comparison, and the recommendation list is re-ranked.
Experiment results demonstrated that re-ranking helped in
considerably improving the recommendation performance in
terms of recall and precision. In [23] aggregated recommendation diversity was investigated by applying various ranking
methods. They found that diversity level increased by a certain
level in recommendation list with small accuracy loss after
applying re-ranking. Also in work [25], a post-processing
method is designed for re-ranking recommendations based on
the popularity of the items, the main aim of the designed
method was to escalate less common items in the long tail
recommendation list. Experiment results indicate that personalised recommendations can be obtained even common items
are kept to minimise. Another approach for re-ranking is to
consider the users’ context [26]–[29]. For instance, the price
distribution of previously interacted products, the season of the
year and the time of the day could have a substantial effect
on the accurate level of recommendations.
Furthermore, in [30], prediction and matrix factorisation
models are combined for playlist continuation problem for
Spotify music listening platform. They re-ranked the candidate

tracks based on the results of the prediction and recommendation models by calculating latent factors for playlist and tracks
using a prediction model after training the model using matrix
factorisation.
Our work has a similar aim to the above-reported works in
terms of re-ranking the candidate items retrieved from base
ranker; however, we use regression model trained using the
features of the user’s previous sessions and temporary features
of the items. Previous works use diversity awareness, and
context filtering such as colour, category of the product, time
of the day and day of the week. While, we combine item
temporal, and users’ previously browsed sessions’ features in
order to build a regression model to find users’ interest level
on an item in a session.
C. Implicit Feedback to Explicit Rating Conversion
While users are browsing a product, to request a rating
for the product is not a reasonable expectation. Firstly, they
need to use the product and evaluate its quality, and then they
may give their rating on the product. However, while they
are browsing the product, they can leave valuable indications
about their intentions such as how much time they spend on a
product, how many times they have browsed the same product
and details of the previous session behaviours. When a user
interacts with an item, this can be considered as one class
problem (OCCF) [31], [32] since each viewed item shows a
positive intention. On the other hand, the intention level could
be different for each interaction, depending on users’ implicit
signals. In order to interpret users’ intention level on an item in
a session, mapping these signals to explicit numerical values
are broadly used in different domains [14], [15], [33].
In this work, we take the user’s session features and item
temporal features into consideration to map numerical ratings,
which indicate the level of users’ interest in the item in
a session. However, in our work instead of utilising the
calculated numerical values in the RS model directly, we use
them in the linear regression model to predict users’ interest
level on a given item for a session.
III. P ROPOSED I NTEREST L EVEL BASED R E - RANKING
M ETHOD
The proposed method consists of four steps which are
session and feature extraction, interest level mapping, recommendation and re-ranking process, and performance evaluation
(Fig 1). In order to implement and evaluate the performance
of the proposed approach, we split the dataset as train and test
datasets.
A. Session and Feature Extraction
Session specifications can give precise information about
users’ intention. For example, how many times a user browsed
or purchased products in the past sessions. Also, item specifications such as the popularity of an item on different user
actions in each session can indicate user interest level on an
item. We extract the following features from a session:

1) Number of previous sessions: indicates the frequency
of visits to a website by a user.
2) Number of previously viewed product: this feature
shows how many items were browsed in previous sessions.
3) Number of previous purchases: this indicates how
many times a user has purchased in previous sessions.
For the items, we extract the popularity of the item for each
session outcome:
1) Popularity of an item for view: indicates the number
of views of an item.
2) Popularity of an item for add to basket: indicates the
number of times an item is added to the basket.
3) Popularity of the item for purchase: indicates the
number of purchases of an item.
The above-extracted features are used to train the regression
model. We divide popularity related features to the total
number of the unique items in the dataset to have normalised
feature.
B. Interest Level Mapping
Mapping of interest level helps to calculate user interest
level for each interacted item in the session. In order to
have interest level mapping, firstly, we create a linear model
which gives different weights to each factor. The weights
are identified based on the indication of users’ interest level
for each feature. For example, the basket popularity of an
item can show more interest level when compared to the
viewing popularity of the item. Therefore, we level the weights
based on the popularity of users’ actions on items. Similarly,
each previous session features are weighted differently. For
instance, a higher number of page viewed in the previous
sessions can show the user is solely exploring products rather
than focusing on a particular product, so its weight may be
less compared to weights of the number of previous sessions
and number of previous purchases.
iinterest

rate

= 0.6 ∗ (ibasket popularity )/totalitem +
0.5 ∗ (ibrowse popularity )/totalitem +
0.9 ∗ (ipurchase popularity )/totalitem +
0.8 ∗ (unumber of previous sessions ) +
0.5 ∗ (unumber of pages viewed ) +
0.9 ∗ (unumber of previous purchases )

(1)

The weights for the factors seen in Equation1 are selected
using the result of experiments based on regression model
performance. It should be noted that we restrict the weights
between 0 and 1 and in each search, weights are incremented
by 0.1. To determine the interest level, interest rates are
calculated (Equation 1) which are converted to interest levels
(Equation 4). Firstly, we calculate the average interest rate
of all items(Equation 2) to find out the threshold that will
help to group the users’ interests for each item into three
levels. In Equation 2, interest raten is the calculated interest
rate for the nth item, #interactions is the number of item

Fig. 1. Proposed re-ranking model for SBRS

interactions in the train dataset and x is the calculated average
interest rate of whole items in the train dataset.
P#interactions
interest raten
(2)
x = n=1
#interactions
Secondly, to identify the gap between each interest level,
we calculate standard deviation of interest rate s using all
items’ interest rate in train dataset (Equation 3). In the
Equation 3, #interactions is total interactions in the dataset,
interest raten is calculated interest rate using Equation 1
for n th item in a session, s is standard deviation of users’
interest rate on items.
v
u
u
s=t

1
#interaction − 1

#interaction
X

(interest raten − x)2

n=1

(3)
Finally, we create a normalisation function (Equation 4) that
will return three values based on the interest rate, x and
s. We name this value as interest level. interest level is
not known for the interacted items in test dataset. We utilise
regression model to predict interest level of each interacted
item for each session in test dataset.


1, if interest rate<x
interest level = 2, if x <interest rate<x+s


3, if interest rate>x

(4)

C. Recommendation and Re-ranking Process
The re-ranking process is a key contribution of this paper.
The aim of re-ranking is to predict the next product that user
may interact in the top 5 recommendation list. The re-ranking
process involves recommender system model training and
linear regression model training, which are described below.
1) Recommender System Model Training: We use sessionbased item-item similarity RS in this work. The model details
are explained in [3]. We retrieve 100 recommendations from
the trained model for each session in the test dataset.

2) Linear Regression Model Training: A linear regression
model is used for the re-ranking purpose. The model uses the
features from the session and item. We use default parameters
for the linear regression model as shown in the sklearn
website1 [34]. The retrieved 100 recommended products are
used as candidate products to be re-ranked. Each product is
represented by the item and session features. Session features
can be interpreted as session context [10], [35] since each
session can have different features specific to the user.
3) Re-ranking: We use the 100 candidate items which
are retrieved from the recommendation model to re-rank and
update recommendation list by considering users’ interest
levels which are predicted from the regression model, on
candidate items. Predicted value from the regression model
is used as an adjustment score of the recommendation score
of recommended products (Equation 5). In this Equation,
Recommendations is the recommendation score of a recommended item and Regressions is interest level prediction
score for a recommended item in the session.
new score = Recommendations ∗ Regressions

(5)

Finally, new recommendation list is created by ranking recommended items using new score(Equation 6).
f inal list = Rank(new score)

(6)

An example of the re-ranking process is shown in Figure 2.
The recommendation model initially produces ranked recommendation list, later, for the session, and each recommended
item, a user’s interest score is calculated. Finally, the recommended items’ scores are updated, and the recommendation
list is re-ranked.
D. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
use test dataset consisting of the last three days of a month’s
interactions. First, we hide the last two interacted items
1 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/linear˙model.html

Fig. 2. An illustration of re-ranking process

from each test session, then we use the last item of known
interactions in the session to predict the hidden items.
From the recommendation model, we retrieve 100 product
recommendations using last interacted item. We use these
items as candidate items in order to predict users’ interest
level on these items in the session. After having interest level
prediction using the linear regression model, the 100 product
recommendation list is updated based on users’ interest level
prediction on the items. From updated and re-ranked list, we
select top-n (n ∈ {1, 3, 5}) items since users are mostly
interested in recommendations which are in the head of the
recommendation list. Selected items are compared with the
hidden items in which we refer to as ground truths. We use
the Recall@n (Equation 7) and P recision@n (Equation 8)
metrics to measure how the models perform on predicting
hidden items in the session [36], [37]. groundtruth refers to
the hidden items in the session, recommendations@n shows
the top n ranked items after re-ranking applied.
Recall@n =

experimental design is seen in Figure 3. We split dataset
as train and test datasets last three days of the sessions are
selected for the test dataset. Train dataset is used to train
the recommendation and linear regression model. The test
dataset is used to get recommendations and to calculate users’
interest level score for each recommended item in a test
session. Finally, the recommendation list is re-ranked based
on the recommendation score and users’ interest score on
recommended items.

|groundtruth ∩ recommendations@n|
(7)
|groundtruth|

|groundtruth ∩ recommendations@n|
|recommendations@n|
(8)
In order to evaluate how trained regression model performs,
we use the root mean square error(RMSE) metric (Equation
9). In Equation 9, et is the error between predicted and actual
interest level value of the tth item. Lower RMSE score shows
better model performance.
v
u n
u1 X
RM SE = t
e2
(9)
n t=1 t
P recision@n =

IV. E XPERIMENTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we give the details of the experimental
design in order to validate the proposed approach. We run
these experiments on six different datasets provided by a
UK based personalisation company.2 The overview of the
2 https://www.freshrelevance.com/

Fig. 3. Experiment design to evaluate the proposed approach(P refers to last
interacted product in the session)

A. Dataset Analysis
In this subsection, we give details of the datasets we used
in the computational experiments. The dataset statistics about
the number of items, the number of users, the number of
interactions in the datasets are given in Table I.
We eliminate sessions with less than 5 item interactions to
alleviate the drawback of sparsity and cold start problem. New
statistics generated after sessions filtering is shown in Table
II.
It can be seen from Table II that the difference in the
number of sessions between the original dataset and dataset
after filtering is significant. This difference gives an indication

TABLE I
DATASET DETAILS BEFORE FILTERING
websiteid

#users

#items

#interactions

dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset

148832
361330
478089
301089
215240
266871

3835
33273
20480
9111
17431
34152

551851
987432
765231
876078
519251
981654

1
2
3
4
5
6

TABLE II
DATASET DETAILS AFTER FILTERING SESSIONS WHICH HAVE LESS THAN 5
ITEM INTERACTIONS

websiteid

#users

#items

#interactions

dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset

15048
34613
25477
37475
14347
44489

496
28620
12559
7565
12512
25947

161938
294003
225713
402593
147922
428388

1
2
3
4
5
6

of the level of sparsity, and cold start in original dataset since
most of the sessions have less than 5 item interactions.
Moreover, we analyse users’ previous session details since
we use these features in regression model training. Table III
shows statistics about the average number of sessions, average
number of purchases and average the number of viewed
different products in a session for a user.
TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF PREVIOUS SESSIONS , PREVIOUS PURCHASES AND
PAGE VIEWINGS FOR REGISTERED USERS IN SIX DATASETS

websiteid
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset

1
2
3
4
5
6

#session

#purchases

#views

2.8010
2.2141
0.4131
0.9042
2.0006
3.8511

0.3647
0.0264
0.0052
0.0351
0.1003
0.8343

8.7956
6.1945
4.1581
5.1308
8.9196
9.1571

As shown in Table III, in dataset 3, the interactions are done
by new users since the number of the previous session is very
small when compared to other datasets. Also, dataset 3 has
the lowest number of purchases in the sessions.
B. Experiment Results and Discussion
In order to perform experiments, we build a session-based
item-item similarity RS model. The details of the parameters
used in the session-based item-item similarity RS model
explained in Section 2. Secondly, in order to implement
re-ranking of recommended items, we build the regression
model, in which extracted features from item popularity and
session specifications are used to train the regression model.
Recommendation list from recommender model is used as
candidate items that will be ranked based on the interest level
prediction of the regression model.

Test sessions are selected from test dataset with ten crossvalidation method to have more reliable results. Each fold has
500 test sessions, last two interacted items in the test session
are hidden then we compare the performance of the baseline
method and proposed re-ranked approach on predicting these
hidden items. We put the performance comparison of the
baseline and proposed approach for each dataset in Table
IV, and the results shows the average scores of ten crossvalidations. In the result table, Baseline illustrates to the
recommendation model without applying proposed re-ranking
method. Re−Ranked All refers to re-ranked applied Recommendation model, and for training the regression model, whole
train dataset is used. Re−Ranked 0.8 indicates re-ranked applied Recommendation model, and for training the regression
model, 80 % of train dataset is used. Re − Ranked 0.5 refers
to re-ranked applied Recommendation model, and for training
the regression model, 50 % of train dataset is used.
As seen in Table IV, computational experiments show that
there are considerable improvements in terms of recall and
precision scores for all datasets. These results show that
when re-ranking is applied, the RS model can have a better
prediction performance for users’ next item interaction. Also,
the table shows that it is possible to capture users’ interest level
using users’ session activities and items’ temporal features.
Moreover, results prove that integrating users’ interest level
on recommended items in a session could be utilised to rerank the recommendation list to improve personalisation by
recommending the right product on top of the recommendation
list.
We can see the highest performance improvements in
dataset 3 in all n recommendation cases since there were not
any matched recommended items on top top-n( n ∈ {1, 3, 5})
recommendation. On the other hand, the lowest improvement
is found in dataset 6 with 62%. We also analysed the performance of regression models(Table IV). The best-performed
regression model was found in the trained on dataset 3 with
0.6887 RMSE. On the contrary, the regression model trained
on dataset 1 gave the worst performance with 1.5766 RMSE.
We also investigated the performance change of the recommender system when different dataset size is used to train the
regression model. In the first, second, and last experiments,
we used 50%, 80%, and 100% of the dataset, respectively.
However, based on the performance improvements on the
recommender model, we could not find a positive correlation
between the performance of trained recommender and regression models (Table V). For example, the performance results
of the recommendation model in dataset 2 did not show any
difference when we trained the regression model in different
training dataset size.
Also, we measure the regression model performance for
various sampling dataset. It should be noted that we did not
apply sampling on the test dataset. In other means, we keep
test dataset as same for each sampling size in order to have a
fair comparison regardless of whether sampling is applied or
not.
Moreover, we investigated the performance of the regression

TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISION OF R E - RANKED AND BASELINE R ECOMMENDATION L IST USING R ECALL (R) AND P RECISION (P) M ETRICS
Dataset

Method

P@1

R@1

P@3

R@3

P@5

R@5

dataset 1

Baseline
Re-Ranked All
Re-Ranked 0.8
Re-Ranked 0.5
Improvement(%)
Baseline
Re-Ranked All
Re-Ranked 0.8
Re-Ranked 0.5
Improvement(%)
No Re-Ranked
Re-Ranked All
Re-Ranked 0.8
Re-Ranked 0.5
Improvement(%)
Baseline
Re-Ranked All
Re-Ranked 0.8
Re-Ranked 0.5
Improvement(%)
No Re-Ranked
Re-Ranked All
Re-Ranked 0.8
Re-Ranked 0.5
Improvement(%)
Baseline
Re-Ranked All
Re-Ranked 0.8
Re-Ranked 0.5
Improvement(%)

0.006
0.016
0.016
0.018
66.667
0.000
0.004
0.004
0.004
100
0.008
0.016
0.016
0.018
55.556
0.000
0.006
0.006
0.006
100.000
0.002
0.014
0.012
0.012
85.714
0.004
0.018
0.018
0.024
83.333

0.003
0.008
0.008
0.009
66.667
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.002
100
0.004
0.008
0.008
0.009
55.556
0.000
0.003
0.003
0.003
100.000
0.001
0.007
0.006
0.006
85.714
0.002
0.009
0.009
0.012
83.333

0.005
0.026
0.025
0.029
84.138
0.000
0.007
0.007
0.007
100
0.004
0.015
0.014
0.013
72.727
0.001
0.004
0.004
0.004
83.333
0.001
0.009
0.009
0.009
92.857
0.001
0.017
0.017
0.017
92.308

0.007
0.039
0.038
0.044
84.091
0.000
0.007
0.007
0.007
100
0.006
0.022
0.021
0.020
72.727
0.001
0.006
0.006
0.006
83.333
0.001
0.014
0.013
0.014
92.857
0.002
0.026
0.026
0.026
92.308

0.007
0.021
0.021
0.020
64.000
0.000
0.010
0.010
0.010
100
0.004
0.014
0.012
0.012
73.529
0.001
0.005
0.006
0.006
85.714
0.000
0.013
0.013
0.013
96.970
0.002
0.014
0.014
0.014
88.235

0.018
0.053
0.053
0.050
64.000
0.000
0.024
0.024
0.024
100
0.009
0.034
0.030
0.030
73.529
0.002
0.013
0.014
0.014
85.714
0.001
0.033
0.033
0.032
96.970
0.004
0.035
0.035
0.034
88.571

dataset 2

dataset 3

dataset 4

dataset 5

dataset 6

TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF R EGRESSION M ODEL P ERFORMANCE IN DATASETS
WITH DIFFERENT DATA SAMPLING

Dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset
dataset

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

RMSE
0.8

0.5

1.5766
0.7890
0.6887
0.7836
1.1195
0.9956

1.5769
0.7889
0.6887
0.7836
1.1207
0.9995

1.5777
0.7897
0.6894
0.7834
1.1217
1.0052

model trained on different dataset samples(Table V). The
computational experiments showed that the regression model
trained on more data performs better in terms of RMSE metric.
Since having more data can help to learn the patterns in
user behaviours better. The experiments show that the bestperforming regression model found in dataset 3 with 0.6887
when the whole train dataset is used.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE D IRECTION
In this work, we applied a re-ranking approach using a linear
regression model on the recommendation list for next item
prediction. Re-ranking approaches have been applied in different works [21]–[23], [25], [27], [38] where context-awareness,
diversity and popularity based re-ranking options have been
used. In this work, we applied a linear regression model to

re-rank given the candidate recommendation list, and predict
an interest level for recommended items based on multiple
factors such as users’ behaviours in users’ previous sessions
and recommended items’ features. Computational experiments
showed that applying re-ranking on recommendations based
on the interest level improved recommendation accuracy. The
improvement of correct next item prediction recommendation
can have a significant contribution for user experience since
generally, in e-commerce platforms, in the first page, five
recommended items are listed. Similar to [22], our work
confirms the importance of context-awareness in a sessionbased recommendation to improve the recommendation model
performance by having a better recall and precision metrics.

For future direction, a combination of classification and
regression models can be useful when re-ranking the recommended items. Moreover, the proposed method can be adapted
to deep learning RS models, since our method is independent
of the recommendation model. In this way, our proposed
method can be considered as re-ranking the recommended
items after the recommender system has built. Also, we
a future research we will apply sampling methods before
training the regression model for class imbalance problem
[39]–[41]. This could be interesting since, in the datasets, most
of the sessions are ending without transaction that can lead to
imbalanced results in the regression model.
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